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LETTER

Reporting of interferon-gamma release assay results close to
cut-off values

Dear Editor,
The WHO has developed a global TB strategy with a
goal to end TB by 2035.1 The strategy emphasises the
need for regional prioritisation according to local
epidemiology.2 In low TB incidence countries, a
greater proportion of disease is likely to be due to
reactivation of a latent TB infection (LTBI), which
necessitates screening for LTBI in TB contacts and
selected high-risk groups, followed by appropriate
treatment.3 The interferon-gamma release assays
(IGRAs) like T-SPOT.TB (Oxford Immunotec,
Abingdon, UK) and Quantiferon TB-Gold (QFT;
Qiagen, Hilden, Germany), are widely used for the
detection of LTBI in EU/EEA (European Union/
European Economic Area) diagnostic laboratories,
including National TB Reference Laboratories
(NRLs). The QFT assay quantifies interferon-gamma
(IFN-c) released by T-cells in response to stimulation
by the early secretory antigenic target-6 and culture
filtrate protein-10 antigens. The test has two antigen
tubes, the TB1 tube, containing peptides developed to
elicit an INF-c response to CD4þ helper T-lympho-
cytes, and the TB2 tube, containing an extra set of
peptides developed to elicit an INF-c response from
CD8þ T-helper cells. The assay has a single cut-off
value of 0.35 IU/ml, and any results �0.35 IU/ml are
considered positive for LTBI.4 Among the studies
evaluating performance of IGRA methods, some
observed high conversion rates for test results close
to the clinical decision cut-off value.5 In 2010, the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC;
Atlanta, GA, USA) sent out updated guidelines for the
use of IGRAs highlighting the need for studies to
investigate results in this borderline zone.6 Since then,
several reports have identified various sources of
variability affecting reproducibility of the assay
results.7,8 Determination of uncertainty, use of a
borderline zone and/or re-testing of specimens close
to the clinical decision value has been suggested to
reduce the impact of test variability on diagnostic and
clinical management of patients.8,9

This current study, conducted within the European
Reference Laboratory Network for TB (ERLTB-Net-
2) programme, was designed to investigate the
practice of reporting of IGRA results close to the
clinical cut-off value in European TB Reference
laboratories. The study has received approval from
the Public Health England (Network Lead Partner)

Research Support and Governance Office. A struc-
tured questionnaire was sent to 17 NRLs expressing
interest in participating (81% of NRLs offering IGRA
tests routinely). Completed questionnaires were
received from 16 laboratories (94% response rate).
All but three laboratories were based in TB low
incidence countries, according to the WHO definition
(incidence ,10 per 100 000). The three remaining
were located in middle-incidence countries (�10/
100 000–,100/100 000). The laboratories receive
100–18 000 samples a year, with a median of 2750
samples. All laboratories used a four-tube version of
the QFTassay (QuantiFERON-TB Gold Plus) in their
routine laboratory services. With regards to report-
ing, four NRLs reported qualitative IGRA results
only (positive, negative, indeterminate), 11 both
qualitative results and numerical values for TB1-
Nil, TB2-Nil and Mitogen-Nil. One NRL reported
qualitative results, supplemented by numerical values
for specific cases only. Seven laboratories did not have
special provisions for reporting results if values for
both TB1 and TB2 tubes were close to the clinical cut-
off value and reported them as positive or negative
following the manufacturer’s instructions (see Table).
Nine NRLs had policies on reporting such results
based on either pre-defined ranges or used specific
methodologies to determine ranges for reporting
results as equivocal. Of these, six laboratories asked
customers to send another specimen if the result for
the original specimen was close to the cut-off. Two
laboratories repeated the test from the original
specimen and considered the second result as final.
One NRL suggested interpreting the results based on
clinical history.

Seven laboratories did not have policies requiring
them to repeat tests from the same specimen, or ask
for another specimen in specific circumstances,
whereas nine did (Table). The reasons for repeating
the test varied. Six repeated tests due to equivocal
results (close to borderline, see above), six due to
significantly different values in TB Tubes 1 and 2 (i.e.,
one was positive and the other negative). Other
contextual reasons to repeat the test included
indeterminate results (as defined by the manufactur-
er), changes in patients’ results (from positive to
negative or vice versa) and incubation time or quality
control issues.

An important deviation in laboratory practice
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compared to recommendations in the manufacture’s
guidelines was in repeating a test from the original
specimen or requesting a repeat sample from the
customer, and reasons for such repeats. According to
the manufacturer’s guidelines, test results are to be
considered positive if any of the test tubes (TB1 or
TB2) are positive. Several studies have suggested that
TB2 tube response can be associated with active and/
or recent TB infection,10 whereas positivity of both
TB1-nil and TB2-nil indicates LTBI. To the best of our
knowledge, no data suggest that significantly differ-
ent values in TB1 and TB2 tubes can be considered a
valid reason for repeating tests. These observations
warrant further research in this area.

Variability in policies with regards to reporting
results close to a clinical decision value was another
key finding in our study. Six laboratories that
repeated the test if the original result was close to
the clinical decision value stated that this was based
on their own findings and a few published stud-
ies.9,11,12 There was also lack of consistency with
regards to the definition of proximity to the cut-off
value. Three laboratories used pre-defined ranges and
two laboratories used experimentally determined
ranges. This highlights the need for stronger evidence
on the effects of IGRA assays variability and their role
in diagnostic management of LTBI. It has been
suggested that the cut-off for IGRA should be
lowered for people in high-risk groups, similar to
practices for the tuberculin skin test.13,14 Also, a
Norwegian study raised the question of whether
different cut-off values based on risk group could be
useful.15

In conclusion, our study highlighs differences in
reporting of QFT test results across NRLs in Europe
with regards to reporting results close to the clinical
decision value and their reasons for repeating tests.

We find this observation remarkable because all
participating laboratories are accredited NRLs in
reasonably comparable European countries, with TB
incidences ranging from 4.5 to 29/100 000 in 2018.
We believe that harmonized reporting of results close
to the cut-off value would be beneficial for the
management of LTBI based on experience and data
aggregated through collaborative initiatives in Eu-
rope and elsewhere, including ERLTB-Net-2.
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Table Selected responses from laboratories

Laboratory
number

Any special provisions for
reporting results close to
a clinical decision value?

Repeating tests

No

Yes

Results are equivocal
Values in TB1 and TB2 tubes

are significantly different Other reasons

1 Yes [

2 No [

3 Yes [

4 No [ [

5 Yes [ [

6 Yes [ [

7 No [

8 Yes [

9 No [ [

10 No [

11 Yes [ [

12 Yes [

13 No [ [

14 Yes [

15 Yes [ [

16 No [
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